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The thickness of a graph G is the minimum number of planar subgraphs whose union is G. A 
t-minimal graph is a graph of thickness t which contains no proper subgraph of thickness t. For 
each t ~> 2 we present an explicit construction of an infinite number of t-minimal graphs with 
connectivity 2, edge connectivity t, and minimum valency t. 
1. Introduction 
Let G be any finite, undirected graph without loops or parallel edges. A planar 
k-partition of G is a collection 111, 1-12, • • •, Ilk of mutually edge-disjoint planar 
factors of G whose union is G. The thickness O(G) of G is defined as the smallest 
integer t for which G admits a planar t-partition. If O(G)= t, then each planar 
t-partition of G is called a 0-partition. 
It is easy to show [8] that removal of a single edge or a single vertex from a 
graph cannot reduce the thickness of the graph by more than one. Furthermore, 
thickness is a monotonic graphical invariant, that is, O(H)<~ O(G) for any 
subgraph H of G. Consequently, every graph of thickness t>~2 contains a 
subgraph H of the same thickness and such that O(H' )< t for every proper 
subgraph H'  of H. Such graphs H are known as t-minimal graphs. Note that a 
graph H of thickness t I> 2 and without isolated vertices is t-minimal if and only if, 
for each edge e of H, there is a 0-partition P, of the graph H with a member 
He e Pe which contains no edge except e. 
The t-minimal graphs play an essential role in the investigation of the structure 
of graphs of a given thickness. This is clear from the following simple 
observation. For t >I 2, a graph G has thickness t if and only if G contains a 
t-minimal subgraph but no ( t+ 1)-minimal subgraph. In other words, the 
(t + 1)-minimal graphs constitute the complete set of forbidden subgraphs for the 
graphs of thickness not exceeding t.
Tutte [8] was probably the first who studied the structure of t-minimal graphs in 
general. He proved that each t-minimal graph (t I>2) is connected and non- 
separable, with minimum valency >~t and maximum valency ~2t - 1. Moreover, 
in the same paper he established the existence of infinitely many t-minimal graphs 
of maximum valency 2t -1 ,  girth greater than any specified integer, and the 
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distance between any two vertices of valency 2t -  1 greater than any specified 
integer. Thus, for t I> 3 the set of t-minimal graphs cannot be classified in any 
obvious manner, but, up to homeomorphism, there are only two 2-minimal 
graphs, namely/('5 and K3,3, the Kuratowski graphs [7]. Hobbs and Grossman [6] 
observed that each t-minimal graph is at least t-edge-connected. In addition, they 
established the existence of another infinity of t-minimal graphs having connec- 
tivity exactly 2 and girth greater than any specified integer. These results show 
that the lower bounds on the connectivity and maximum valency of a t-minimal 
graph are in general best possible, and that the graphs of thickness <t cannot be 
characterized by means of finitely many forbidden subgraphs. 
The proofs in [6] and [8], however, are nonconstructive, and only a few graphs 
have explicitly been identified as t-minimal for t >/3. Hobbs, Grossman [5] and 
Bouwer, Broere [2] proved independently that K4t-5,4t-5 is t-minimal. Beineke 
[1] obtained a similar result for the graph g2t_ l ,4 t2 -1ot+7 • The only known 
t-minimal complete graph seems to be K9 for t = 3, but it is conjectured [4] that 
K6t-7 is t-minimal for t I> 5. 
The purpose of this paper is twofold. Firstly, for each t t> 2 we present an 
explicit construction of an infinite number of t-minimal graphs. Secondly, we 
show that the lower bounds on the edge connectivity and minimum valency of a 
t-minimal graph cannot be improved in general. Our construction will even 
produce an infinite number of t-minimal graphs with connectivity 2, edge 
connectivity t, and minimum valency t. (For t = 2, however, this construction 
gives back the known characterization f 2-minimal graphs.) 
2. Preliminalry results 
For a graph G let V(G), E(G) denote the set of vertices and edges of G, 
respectively. The valency of a vertex v ~ V(G) will be denoted d(v). We follow 
the definitions and symbolism of [3]. 
In this section we will be interested in some properties of edges which are 
"responsible" for decreasing the thickness of a graph. We call an edge e e E(G) 
0-minimal if O(G - e) < O(G). Some properties of t-minimal graphs discovered in 
[6] and [8] can easily be generalized. The proofs are straightforward and hence 
omitted. 
Proposition 1. Let e be a O-minimal edge of a graph G of thickness t >I 2. Then e 
belongs to at least t - 1 2-minimal subgraphs of G, any two of which have only the 
edge e in common. 
coronJrj 1. If uv if a O-minimal edge of a graph G of thickness t >12, then 
d(u) >I t and d(v) I> t. 
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Corollary 2 (Tutte [8]). I f  G is a t-minimal graph, then the minimum valency of 
G is >~t. 
Proposition 2. Let e = uv be a O-minimal edge of a graph G of thickness t >>-2. 
Then, for each O-partition 111, HE, • • •, Hi-1 of G - e and for each i, 1 <~ i <<- t - 1, 
the vertices u and v belong to the same connected component of  Hi. 
Coronary 3. If an edge-cut E of a grab G contains a O-minimal edge of G, then 
IEI> O(G). 
Corollary 4 (Hobbs, Grossman [6]). If G is a t-minimal graph, then the edge 
connectivity of G is >~t. 
3. The construction 
This section is devoted to the description of an explicit construction of infinitely 
many t-minimal graphs, satisfying certain extra condition. We fix t I> 2. 
Let B1, B2 , . . . ,  Bm, m I> 1 be t-minimal graphs. For each j, 1 ~< ] ~< m, choose 
an edge ej e E(Bj). First we construct a graph L1 = LI(Bj, ej)7~=~ which has the 
following two properties: 
(a) L~ is connected and the blocks of L~ are precisely the graphs 
B1, B2 , . . . ,  Bm, and 
(b) the subgraph of L1 induced by the edges el, e2, • • • , era is a tree, denoted 
by T1. 
It can be easily seen that each block of L1 contains at most two cutvertices and 
that the set of all cutvertices of LI is just the set of all vertices of T~ of degree I>2. 
Now let Dx, D2, • • •, Dn, n I> 0, be another collection of t-minimal graphs. For 
n >i I choose again fk e E(Dk), 1 ~< k ~< n, and construct a graph L2 = 
L2(Dk, fk)7,=l in the similar way as above; let T2 be the corresponding tree 
induced in L 2 by the edges f~, rE , . . . ,  fn. Here we did not exclude the value 
n = 0; in the case we put L 2 = T 2 "- K1 ,  the single-vertex graph. 
In what follows we shall assume the graphs L~ and L2 to be vertex-disjoint. 
Denote by G' = G'(Lx, L2) the graph obtained from L~ and L2 by adding exactly 
t edges of the type uv, u e V(T  O, v e V(T2), in such a way that each edge x of the 
subgraph of G' induced by the set V(T~)t.I V(T2), x e E(T1)t.J E(T2), lies in a 
triangle. It is easy to see that this can be done if and only if m + n + 1 ~< t ~< 
(m + l)(n + 1). Finally put G = G(LI,  L2) = G' - (E(T 0 t.J E(T2)). 
Because of the ambiguities in the above definitions one can construct many 
graphs G = G(L1, L2) starting from t-minimal graphs Bj and Dk. For example, 
put m = t - 1 and let Lx be a graph satisfying (a) and (b) which has precisely one 
cutvertex, say, w. If we let L2=K1,  then the construction of the graph 
G = G(L1, I.,2) depends only on the choice of vertices ui ~ V(Bi), 1 ~ i <~ t - 1, 
which are adjacent to w in Lx. Note that in this case the subgraph of G induced 
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Fig. 1. The graph G = G(L1, L2) for m = 3, n = 2 and t = 7. The dotted lines correspond to edges el, 
e2, ca, A, f2 which are removed from G(L1, L2). 
by the set V(T~)U V(T2) is isomorphic to the star K~,t. Another example of a 
possible structure of G(LI, L2) for m = 3, n = 2 and t = 7 is depicted in Fig. 1. 
The fact that G is not uniquely determined will cause no troubles because we will 
be concerned only with those properties of G = G(L~, L2) which are independent 
of the choices of ej • E(Bj), fk • E(Dk), etc. Our aim is to show that in every case 
G satisfies the following theorem. 
Theorem. The graph G = G(L~, L2) /S  t-minimal. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that (a) O(G)>>-t and (b) O(G-  e)~< t -  1 for each 
edge e e E(G). 
(a) Clearly O(G)t> t -  1. Now assume that O(G) were equal to t -  1 and let 
P =/-/1, H2, . . . ,  H,_I be a 0-partition of G. This partition induces a 0-partition 
pi = Hi1, H~, . . . ,  H[_I of the subgraph Li - E(Ti) of G for i = 1, 2 (in the case 
L2 = K~ we put H 2 = K1, 1 ~< r <~ t - 1). In addition, the partition P restricted to 
B i - ej, 1 ~< j ~< m, or  Ok --fk, 1 ~ k <- n (if L2 :/: K1), results in a 0-partition of 
B j -  e i, or Dk-- f  k, respectively. Combining these facts with Proposition 2 we 
immediately obtain the following consequence: 
(al) For each r, 1 <~ r ~< t - 1, and i = 1, 2, all vertices of T/belong to the same 
connected component of H i  • pi. 
Since there are t edges in G joining V(T1) with V(T2) we can find a member of 
P, say//1,  which contains two of these edges and we shall denote them by ulu2, 
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VlV 2 where ul, v~ • V(T~) and u2, V2 • V(T2). Without loss of generality we may 
suppose ul ~ vl. Choose a block Bj of L~ with ej = uv for which each ux - vl path 
in L~ contains both u and v. Then it follows from (al)  that there is a u - v path Q 
in/-/1 of the form Q = u •. • UlU2 . • " v2vl . • • v which contains no edge of Bj - ej. 
Now put Hr*=HrNBj  for HreP ,  l~<r~<t-1 .  Obviously P*= 
H~, H~, . . . ,  H*_~ is a 0-partition of the graph By-  cj. The graph H~ t_J Q is 
planar because it is a subgraph of the planar graph/-/1. But the graphs H~ U Q 
and H~ + ej are easily seen to be homeomorphic. Consequently, the collection 
H~ +e j, H~, . . . ,  H*_~ constitutes a planar ( t -1) -part i t ion of Bj, which is 
contrary to our assumption O(Bj) = t. The assertion (a) follows. 
(b) Let e be one of the t edges joining V(T~) with V(T2). We have already 
noticed in (a) that the graph (L1 -E(T~) )U(L2-E(T2) )  admits a planar 
( t -  1)-partition Po. Adding to each member of Po one of the t -  1 remaining 
edges joining V(T~) with V(T2) we obtain a planar ( t -  1)-partition of the graph 
G-e ,  i.e., O(G-e)<- t -1 .  
To prove a similar result for all other edges e • E(G)  we may restrict our- 
selves to the case e • E(B~-  el). Again let Po = 1-11, HE , . . . ,  Ht-1 be a planar 
( t -  1)-partition of (L 1 - -  E(T1)) t3 (L 2 - E(T2)) and put Js = Hs fq (B~ - e~) for 
1 ~< s <~ t - 1. Since B~ is t-minimal there is a planar (t - 1)-partition J~, J~ , . . . ,  J~-i 
of the graph Bx - e. Without loss of generality suppose that el • E(J~). According to 
the construction of the graph G, there are two edges f, g joining V(T~) with V(T2) 
such that e~, f, g form a triangle in G'. Now replace the edge e~ of J~ by the path 
fg, obtaining a new graph J~. Further put J *= J "  for 2~<s~<t-1  and 
H* = (H~-  J , )U J*, 1 <~s ~< t -  1. It can easily be shown that H~' is planar; the 
planarity of H* for 2 <~ s <~ t - 1 is obvious. The desired planar (t - 1)-partition of 
the graph G - e is then obtained from H~, H~' , . . . ,  H,*~ by adding to each H*, 
2 ~< s ~< t - 1, one of the remaining t - 2 edges of G joining V(T1) with V(T2). [] 
Corollary 5. For each integer t >I 2 there are an infinite number of  t-minimal 
graphs o f  connectivity 2, edge connectivity t, and min imum valency t. 
Proof. Let Go = K4t-5,4t-5. It follows from [5] that Go is t-minimal. Define by 
induction a sequence of graphs G1, G2 , . . . ,  G , , . . .  as follows. For n I> 1 let 
G,, = G(L1,  L2) where L1 is constructed from the graphs B1 = B2 =-  • • = B,_~ = 
G,_I, and L2 = K1. Our theorem implies that (3;, is t-minimal for each n i> 1. 
Moreover one can see that, for each n t> 1: 
(a) Every two vertices of G, which are adjacent in the tree T1 c_ Lx form a cut 
set of G,; 
(b) The t edges joining V(T~) with V(T2) constitute an edge cut of G,, and 
(c) The single vertex of L2 has valency t in G,. [] 
We see from Corollary 5 that the lower bounds on the connectivity, edge 
connectivity and minimum valency can be attained simultaneously. Moreover, if 
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we do not insist on explicit constructions, we can prove in a similar way (using the 
results of Tutte [8]) that there exist infinitely many t-minimal graphs as in 
Corollary 5 with girth greater than any specified integer. This follows easily from 
the fact that our construction of the graph G = G(L1, L2) does not decrease the 
girth of L1 and L2. 
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